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Download NOW this  BESTSELLER! Just imagine having $500 to $10K above your other income

each month: money that could be used to send your children to college, go to a dream vacation, or

utilized to pay off your mortgage early. Imagine that money continuing to come in all time, even

when you are on vacation or are sick. The potential is limitless!Author Natalie Hall has given us a

very interesting overview of what you can do today that will provide you with income for the future.

This book is a practical resource, not just theory for a classroom. If you are interested in establishing

your own business, one that will generate an additional stream of income for many years to come,

than this book is for you!  By reading  Passive Income: Top 7 Ways to Make $500-$10K a month in

70 Days  you will learn how to make money by:BloggingAffiliate MarketingDoing PodcastWriting and

selling your own eBooksCreateing Niche WebsitesMonetizing YouTube ChannelSelling

Informational ProductsMost people are capable of success in at least one of these types of passive

income. The beauty of the passive income is that anyone with a good dedication, right guidance and

diligent hard work can establish a reliable source of income. What will you do with that additional

stream of income? It may well help finance those dreams that once seemed impossible.ACT NOW!

Click that orange BUY button at the top of this page!Then, you can immediately begin reading 

Passive Income: Top 7 Ways to Make $500- $10K a month in 70 Days  on your Kindle device,

computer, tablet or smartphone.
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Get a Youtube channel.Write a blog.Become an  affiliate.Write eBooks.Outsource your labor to

oDesk.There. I just saved you 30 minutes of digging though this s***ty book.

This book suggests blogging, starting youtube channel, niche website, writing e-books and such as

the passive income ideas. How do these even qualify as passive income? Creating contents for all

of these ideas and consistently updating them need substantial amount of work and effort. The

writer even suggests updating three times a week for the blog idea. Now, that sounds more like a

part time job than a passive income source to me.I am glad I was able to read this book for free

using Kindle Unlimited trial. Otherwise, this book would have been waste of money.

I started making money online about seven years ago. I saw some early success with different

avenues for making money but those eventually dried up and the landscape changes so rapidly that

I was soon scratching my head and wondering what to do next. It became exhausting scrambling

every month to make ends meet and some form of passive income sounded pretty attractive. Author

Natalie Hall has an excellent guide here on different forms of online passive income, many of which

I have not pursued. I have been a blogger, if only a half-hearted one, for years but now want to

re-visit this platform. Her knowledge and depth of information given for each of the ways to make

money online was impressive and it is clear that she has a great deal of experience and success in

these areas. For those of us on the lookout for passive income streams, this book will come

incredibly handy. Very well researched and presented in a way that is both easy to grasp and

informative. I am eager to increase my internet marketing and income earning skills and this book

has boosted my confidence a great deal.This was a very well organized and credible book that I am

referencing daily.

Author Natalie Hall delivered much more than I expected with this helpful book. A fan of passive

income methods myself, I picked up this book and was pleasantly surprised at what it contained



beginning with the table of contents. It exceeded my expectations. Hallâ€™s book contains no fluff

or filler but just practical instruction and advice on how to passively make some extra money.The

book is a terrific resource for beginners as well as people who have been at this for a while. Lots of

good points, including pros and cons of each of the 7 ideas. The author explains concepts such as

affiliate marketing in a way that's easy to understand and put in place.Some of the ideas will require

more effort to get rolling than some of the others but each one of them was logical to me. I would

heartily recommend this book to anyone who has an interest in regularly adding some extra money

to their bank account.

Good information, but VERY poorly written. Grammatical mistakes in every chapter. Dozens of

them. Many passive income methods have to do with writing and conveying information. The

content was good. The delivery was very poor.

This book gives a very good general idea of how to develop informational products...it really helps to

outline what needs to be done to earn passive income. It feels very good to be able to see how it

can all be possible. Very useful indeed. In addition I would like to add that the podcasting advice I

found to be particularly useful and practical. After reading this book for the second time I found lots

of interesting tips that I have since used very successfully. This book is really ideal for anyone

looking for info about passive income opportunities!

Just a rehash of what other people tell you to do to make money. It is clear the author has never

actually successfully made money from any of these ideas, though she's trying the ebook route.Just

a list of ideas from internet sources that are readily available for free elsewhere: blogging, ebooks,

affiliate marketing, podcasts, niche websites, YouTube, and selling informational products.First off,

this isn't 2008. Second, I wouldn't categorize any of these as passive income (one ebook might be,

but successful authors have dozens written and treat it like a job.)Now, why am I reading a rehash

of ideas that the author herself has never actually successfully used? She can't have anything new

to say, since again, she hasn't done them.One parting thought: It's rather disappointing to read a

bad ebook about making money writing ebooks. It's like a friend trying to pull you into selling a

product that they aren't successfully selling themselves, so they try to make money off of you.

It was interesting. There was good information for a beginner but, the writing seemed like it either

was not edited or checked or was written by someone who English may be a 2nd language. There



were many times when I was reading a sentence over and over trying to get the meaning but the

words were used in such a strange way. For the price you get some good ideas and that was what I

was looking for so it was worth it. For more detail and better writing I'd keep searching.
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